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A reactiondiffusion equation related to some mathematical models of gasless 
combustion of solid fuel is studied. A formal bifurcation analysis by 
B. J. Matkowsky and G. I. Sivashinsky (SIAM J. Appl. Math. 35 (1978), 465-478) 
shows that solutions demonstrate behavior typical for the Hopf bifurcation. A 
rigorous treatment of this phenomenon is developed. The problem is considered as 
an evolution equation in a Banach space. To circumvent difficulties involving a 
possible resonance with the continuous spectrum, appropriate weighted norms are 
introduced. A suitable version of the Hopf bifurcation theorem is developed and the 
existence of time periodic solutions is proved for values of the parameter near some 
critical value. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
This paper is devoted to a study of the equation 
Vt = 0, - ‘!?(a, 40, Q) v, + .!?(a, up, t)) 6(x) (l-1) 
with the boundary conditions 
v(--co, t) = 0, Iv(co, t)l < a. (1.2) 
Everywhere in this paper we consider solutions of equations with d-functions 
to be solutions in the sense of distributions. It follows that at x # 0, v 
satisfies (1.1) with the a-function term omitted and at x = 0, [v] = 0, [vx] + 
&a, ~(0, t)) = 0, where [f] =f(O’) -f(O-) denotes the jump off across the 
“front.” 
The problem (l.l)-(1.2) is closely connected with some mathematical 
models of combustion theory. There, g(a, ~(0, t)) is the velocity of the flame 
front, which can be interpreted as a free boundary between two phases, 
namely, burnt products and fresh fuel. A matter of peculiar interest is that, 
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although the linearized problem has zero in its spectrum, the model 
experiences a Hopf bifurcation. That is, under some assumptions on g’ the 
steady state solution bifurcates into a time periodic solution if the parameter 
a exceeds some critical value. 
Motivation of the model. Perhaps the simplest realistic model of gasless 
combustion in a one-dimensional condensed system is given by the following 
reactiondiffusion equations for the normalized temperature T and the mass- 
fraction of the deficient component of the fuel Y: 
Tt = T,, + WY, 7% Y, = -W(Y, T). (1.3) 
Here, W is the Arrhenius kinetics function 
W = DY exp(-N/T). 
The parameter N is called an activation energy; D depends on N. Dimen- 
sionless variables in (1.3) are introdued in such a way that Y(-co) = 1, 
Y(0) = 0. Reactions described by (1.3) take place without gas formation and 
species diffusion. Such a combustion is present in some types of thermites. 
One interesting feature of condensed phase combustion is the existence of 
two kinds of propagation. Experimental studies due to Merzhanov et al. [8] 
show that in addition to the usual steady propagation there exist parameter 
regimes for which the reaction front propagates in a pulsating fashion. The 
nature of these modes of propagation has been greatly clarified in a paper by 
Matkowsky and Sivashynsky [7]. In the asymptotic limit N-1 co, they 
derived a model (MS model) governed by a single equation similar to (1.1), 
Tt + g,,(a, T(O, t)) T, = T,, + &,,(a, VA 6) 6 
with 
g,,(a, z) = exp(a(z - l)), a = N( 1 - u)/2, 
where c < 1 represents the ratio of the cold mixture temperature to the 
adiabatic temperature. 
Also we would like to mention a more sophisticated model developed by 
Margolis [6] for combustion with melting. In the one-dimensional case 
Margolis arrives at a model (M model) having the same structure as (1.4) 
but with a different function g,. 
These models are derived asymptotically when the activation energy 
N + co. Nevertheless they are helpful in explaining even rather delicate 
experimental results for finite N (see, e.g. Sivashinsky [ 131). It seems that an 
experimental basis for this surprisingly good behavior of J-function models 
lies in the fact that even for finite N the combustion takes place only in a 
very thin layer. 
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Equation (l.l), which we are studying here, is a slight generalization of 
(1.4). Working with (1.1) rather than (1.4) helps us to avoid some lengthy 
expressions involving exponentials. To some extent it also allows us to treat 
both the M and MS models simultaneously. We will feel free to impose as 
many conditions on f as necessary in order to keep it reasonably similar to 
gMS and gM. 
Hopf bifurcation. Under some assumptions on g, (1.1) has a time 
independent solution S(x). As is easy to check, for the MS model such a 
solution is S(x) = 1, x > 0 and S(x) = ex, x < 0. This solution corresponds to 
uniform flame propagation. Matkowsky and Sivashinsky have found that the 
linearization of (1.4) around S(x) has two complex-conjugate solutions of 
the form e”a”w,(x), where L(a) and l(a) cross the imaginary axis if a 
passes through some critical value a,,. This fact gives a strong indication that 
the model experiences a Hopf bifurcation which can be used to explain the 
pulsations mentioned above. In particular Matkowsky and Sivashinsky have 
written a series for the periodic solution and have calculated the two first 
nontrivial terms of the series. In the paper [7] the authors do not claim to be 
mathematically rigorous and, in fact, they omit the treatment of some 
important mathematical details. Our objective in the present paper is to 
prove the existence of a periodic solution for the problem (l.l)-( 1.2). The 
plan of our proof is rather straightforward. 
(i) We shall write (1.1) in the form of an evolution equation 
u,=A,u +R(a, u), (1.6) 
where A, is the linearization around the steady state solution 5’ at a = a, and 
where u is the perturbation u = o - S. We shall check that A, has properties 
necessary for a Hopf bifurcation; namely, that A, has two imaginary eigen- 
values fip, for some pO while the remainder of the spectrum lies strictly in 
the left half-plane. 
(ii) We shall pass from the differential equation (1.6) to the integral 
equation using a “variation of constants” formula and show that the 
equations are equivalent. 
(iii) We shall show that the nonlinear integral operator from (ii) 
considered on a space of periodic functions has a nontrivial null space. More 
precisely, to this operator there corresponds a one-parameter family of 
solutions u, , a,, and ps, with s sufficiently small. This approach to finding 
periodic solutions is due to Crandall and Rabinowitz [l] (cf. also Ize [5]). 
By realization of ths program some interesting mathematical features of 
the problem are revealed. 
In Section 2 we investigate the linear operator A,. We find out that A,,, 
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considered in L*, has, in addition to imaginary eigenvalues, a continuous 
spectrum which touches the origin. Thus a straightforward Hopf bifurcation 
cannot take place. It turns out, however, that by introducing L* with weights 
e-0X’2, 0 < /3 Q 1, one can shift the continuous spectrum from the origin 
(Sect. 3). The idea of introducing weights for this sort of problem belongs to 
Sattinger [12]. In Section 3 we prove that A, generates an analytic 
semigroup, T(t). 
A formal application of a “variation of constants” formula to (1.6) gives 
the following integral equation 
u(t) = T(t) u(0) + j; 2-Q - r) R ,(a, u(r)) dr 
+ I ’ G(. , t - r) R,(a, u(r) Ixzo) dr, U-7) 0 
where R, is the part of R containing b-functions and where G(x, t - r) is the 
result of “applying” T(t - r) to the b-function. It is easy to see that G is the 
Green’s function for a linear parabolic system with zero initial conditions 
and nonhomogeneous boundary conditions. This system is investigated in 
Section 5. 
It is not hard to show that any solution of the integral equation which is 
Holder continuous in t solves the differential equation. It is well known that 
the volume potential generated by R, is Holder continuous if R, satisfies 
appropriate hypotheses. 
In Section 5 we show that the surface potential generated by R, is Holder 
continuous with values in an appropriate Banach space if its density is 
Holder continuous with the exponent cd. Applying the above results we 
show the equivalence of the integral and differential equations. For the 
integral equation the local (in t) existence and uniqueness are proved by 
application of the contraction mapping method. 
In Section 7 we realize Step (iii) of our plan closely following [l]. Some 
slight modification of Crandall and Rabinowitz’s results is needed since their 
theorem treats operators with compact resolvent. 
It has to be underscored that the periodic solution is found in the weighted 
Banach space and therefore may grow as e4X’2,/3 < 1. Certainly this growth 
contradicts the physical nature of the equation. In Section 8, we prove that 
the periodic solution is bounded. The guiding observation is that in the 
domain (0 x p) x (0, co) the periodic solution 8 of the nonlinear equation 
solves the following linear problem 
% = uxx - da7 WA t)) u, 9 u(x, 0) = u(x, PO). 
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We employ a kind of Phragmen-Lindelof principle from [ 111 in order to 
prove the required boundedness. 
The present paper does not contain any stability investigations. It can be 
shown that for the MS and M models periodic solutions are nonlinearly 
stable. These results will be reported elsewhere. 
In conclusion we should say that, although the ideas of the paper are 
simple, some results are quite technical. We omit some technicalities, 
especially in Sections 5 and 7, referring the reader to [lo] for details. 
2. THE LINEARIZED OPERATOR 
In Eq. (1.1) we put g(a, z) = g(a, 1 + z) and obtain 
ut = u,, + g(a, v(O, 0 - 1 )(-fJx + 4x)). (2.1) 
Let g satisfy the conditions 
(Gl) g > 0, 
(2.2) 
WI g(a, 0) = 1, 
where the value unity for the constant in the equation is chosen for simplicity 
of presentation. Then S(x) = ex, x < 0 and S(x) = 1, x > 0, is a solution of 
(2.1) for all values of a. 
Assume that 
(G3) g(a, z) E Ck, k 2 2 or g is real analytic. (2.3) 
The first derivative of g is denoted by 
B(a) = g&, z> lzzo. 
Introduce u = u - S and linearize (2.1) as follows 
4 = bJ,x - u, -B(a) 40, W, - 611 + I[1 - gh 0, 011 u, 
+ (6 - S,)(g(a, 4X4> - 1 -B(a) u(O,O)} 
=A(a)u+R(a,u). (2.4) 
A(a) is an ordinary differential operator, 
A (4 f(x) = f,, - f, - WI e”f (Oh 
=fx, -fx9 
x < 0, 
x > 0, 
G-5) 
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subject to the jump conditions 
The boundary conditions are 
f(-a) = 0, If( < a* (2.7) 
Consider the eigenvalue equation, A (a) u - lu = 0. This equation has the 
explicit solutions, A# 0, 
y,(x, A) = (1 t B(a)/A) e*pX+X’z - (B(a)/A) e*, x < 0, 
qd* (x, A) = e fpx+x/2, x > 0, (2.8) 
with p = p(A) = (5 t I) “’ * A is allowed to vary in the complex plane, cut 
from -co to -i along the negative real axis. The expressions for 1= 0 are 
easily derived from (2.8). 
A bounded solution for the eigenvalue equation can be obtained in two 
cases: 
(a) It is possible to sew together the two decaying solution $- and 
W+* 
(b) Both v+ and vv_ are bounded and there is a linear combination of 
them which meets )- at x = 0 with the suitable jump condition. 
In case (b) solutions are obtained if Re(-p(A) + l/2) = 0. This condition 
detines a parabola passing through the origin, 
17,={~JIm21+Rei=0}. (2.9) 
It is apparent from (2.8) that for 1 inside n, solutions are unbounded. 
Bounded solutions of the eigenvalue equation correspond to the continuous 
spectrum of the operator in L2. 
In case (a) the jump conditions give the equation 
4L2 t (1 + 4B(a) -B’(a))l t B(a) = 0. 
We will assume that 
(2.10) 
(G4) there exists such an a,, that 
B(a,) = 2 + (5)“‘. (2.11) 
For this a, the second coefficient in (2.10) vanishes, and two complex- 
conjugate roots cross the imaginery axis at points fro, = fi(2 + 51/2)“2/2. 
We will demand this crossing to be transversal, 
(G5) (d/da) B(a,) > 0. (2.12) 
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Here for definitiveness, vre fix the sign of the derivative. Note that G4 and 
G5 are trivial for the M and MS models where B(a) E a. 
By A,(a) we denote the roots of (2.10). The eigenfunctions are 
e&4 = I 
(1 + a/A,) epX+x’2 - a/l,eX, x < 0, 
expt-px + 4% x > 0. 
(2.13) 
Note that if A, are in the exterior of I7, then e; are decaying exponentially 
and therefore belong to L2. 
Remark 2.1. Later we will use the following fact: e-x’2e*(x) E L* since 
by virtue of the choice of the branch of square root Re p = Re(a + Iz)l” > 0. 
3. WEIGHTED NORMS 
It is known, [ 121, that an operator may have “nicer” spectral properties in 
a space with the weight which imposes some decay conditions on eigen- 
functions. 
DEFINITION 3.1. Let B = L’(-co, 0) + L*(O, co) with norm denoted by 
1). 1). Let w(x) > 0 be a smooth function. For j = 0, l,..., we define the norms 
Il”llw,j~IlwulI+Ilwu~ll + *” +llw(d/dxY’ull~ 
The Banach space of functions with finite I( . llwj norm is denoted by B,,j. 
The following lemma shows that estimates for operator norms in weighted 
spaces reduce to estimates in unweighted norms for similar operators. 
LEMMA 3.2. Let K be an operator, and K, = WKW-‘, where w and w-’ 
are multiplication operators. Then 
(9 IIKVII = IImv,0~ here the norms are the operator norms associated 
with the corresponding vector norms; 
(ii) if sup) w.Jwl = c, < 00, then 
Il~ull,,, G (1 + cw) IlKvull+ IIWW~w~ll 
for any u such that the right-hand side makes sense. 
The proof is straightforward and is omitted. 
We will see that for our problem the function w  = eeX” provides a good 
choice for the weight. We introduce the notation 
X=B exp(--x/2),0’ (3.1) 
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PROPOSITION 3.3 Consider A 3 A(a) from (2.5) as a transformation on 
X. Then 
(i) A has two complex-conjugate eigenvalues n,(a) which cross the 
imaginary axis for a = a,, . Excepi for 1, (a) the exterior of II, = {A 1 
Im 1= 0, Re il< -d} is contained in the resolvent set of A. 
(ii) Let Q be an invariant projector on the space spanned by eigen- 
vectors with eigenvalues 1,) P = I - Q. Denote by A, the operator PAP 
acting on PX. The resolvent (A -A,)-’ has the following asymptotic 
behavior. For any 0 > E > -f and 6 > 0 there exists C = C(E, 8) so that 
Il(~--Ap)-l~ll~~Cl~-~I-*Il~Ilx (3.2) 
for all L from the sector S,., = {A: 1 arg@, s)J ,< 72 - 6,1# E}. 
Remark 3.4. One can consider a one-parameter family of weights, 
w(x, p) = exp(-px/2), 0 < /I < 1. For these weight functions the proposition 
holds also with some changes. n, have to be replaced by the parabola 
I7, = {A 1 Re 1= p2/4 -/?/2 - (Im A)‘/(1 -/3)‘}. The estimate is valid in any 
sector lying outside fl,. 
Sketch of theproox Making use of Lemma 3.2 we consider the operator 
w(A -A)-’ w-’ = (wAw-’ -A)-’ = (A, -A)-’ 
on L* instead of (A - A)-’ on X. For A, one gets the following expression 
Alv=vxx- (f) v -B(a) ex’*v(0), x < 0, 
xx - (4) VY 
(3.3) 
=v x > 0. 
Observe that if (A - 1) u = 0 then (A, - 2) wu = 0. Thus solutions of the 
latter equation are obtained from solutions of the former by multiplication 
by w. Therefore by virtue of Remark 2.1 the functions we, E L* are eigen- 
functions of A,. 
It was discussed in Section 2 that the eigenvalues J,(a) cross the 
imaginary axis. Again by multiplying by w  one may check that the half-ray 
Rel > -2 replaces the parabola 17, as the locus of 1 corresponding to 
bounded solutions. In order to get estimates we turn to studying the resolvent 
equation 
(A,-I)u=F. (3.4) 
This equation is, in fact, a system of two equations (for x # 0) connected 
with the jump conditions. 
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After the reflection x + -x in one equation we obtain the system 
U XX-u/4-Ju=f 
V xx - v/4 -B(a) v(0) e-“’ - Av = g 
determined for x > 0, subject to the boundary conditions 
u(0) - v(0) = 0 
u,(O) + VJO) + B(a) u(0) = 0, 
(35) 
(3.6) 
(3.7) 
(3.8) 
where the functions $, g E L*(O, co) are given. They are components of F 
from (3.4). 
In order to solve the problem in (3.5)-(3.8) we first drop the condition 
(3.8) and solve the initial value problem for (3.5)-(3.6) with some given 
u(0) = v(0) = 240. After that we choose u0 so that (3.8) is satisfied. 
Easy calculations show that 
u = uoe-px + I O” k(x, Y) f(Y) dY7 0 
(3.9) 
v = uo(e-Px + (e-Px - epx/* 1 WaYA> + jam 4x3 Y> g(y) dY9 
where 
I 
co 
u. = eepy(f + g) dy/(-2p + (1 - p/A + l/U) B(a)). (3.10) 
0 
The function k(x, y) is a Green’s function for (3.5) with zero boundary con- 
dition 
qx, y) = $ e-ye-py - e”‘), 
1 Z-e 
2P 
-PY (e -Px - e""), 
x > y, 
(3.11) 
x < y. 
In all these equations p = p(A) = (A + f )l”. 
It is not hard to check that the denominator of the expression for U, in 
(3.10) vanishes only at J. = J.,(a) where u. has simple poles. This fact and 
also the equality 
I(e-pxl( = (4 Re p(A))““, 
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where II * II = II ’ 1lLw,m~ 9 allows us to estimate the nonintegral terms in (3.9). 
The estimate for the integrals follows from the following known fact for 
operators on the half-axis. 
LEMMA 3.5 (Naimark [9, Supplement]). Let K be an integral operator 
with its kernel given by (3.11). Then ]]Kf]] <c ]]f]]/]~@)l’ for yE Se,&, 
where S,, is the sector deJined in the statement of Proposition 3.3. 
Combining these estimates we obtain the desired estimate for the resolvent 
away from its poles. In order to get the estimate on the invariant subspace, 
one forms an invariant projector as a standard Cauchy integral 
where C encircles the poles. After that the singularity can be subtracted and 
(A,-1)-‘-(A,-~)-‘Q=(PA,P--1)-l isregularinS,,. 
The proposition shows that A is sectorial in the weighted space and 
therefore generates an analyitic semigroup. 
4. SOBOLEV SPACES 
We consider two ways to introduce Sobolev spaces connected with the 
jump conditions (2.6). Let H2 = H2(R+) + H2(R-) be the conventional 
Sobolev space, i.e., iff = {f, ,f2} E HZ then its norm is as follows 
IfI: = ISI’ + I L%f2x~12 + I vixxJixxI129 
where 1. I is the norm in Ho = L2. 
Consider L = -d2/dx2 acting on r?‘z Ho with D(L) =A2 where 
r?’ c H2 is the subspace defined by the conditions 
f EH2, f,(O) - f,@> = 0, fix --A + W)fl =Olx=o’ 
The values off at 0 are unambiguous by virtue of a trace theorem. 
It is not hard to show that Lo = L + a, a > B(a)2/4, is a positive self- 
adjoint operator. We define &, 0 < s < 2, as a completion of fi2 under the 
nom Ilf IL = lLY2flo, or equivalently @ = D(Lf2). It is easy to check, 
integrating by parts, that I . II is equivalent to the conventional norm, I( f]]: = 
If I2 + IIfix9fixI12. 
Another definition of Sobolev spaces can be obtained if fractional powers 
of M = ---A I + c are used instead of Lo. We set X” = D(M), where 
MS= w  
I 
tS- let* d@(s). 
0 
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The operators M and L, differ only by a lower order term. It is no 
surprise that the following fact is true. 
PROPOSITION 4.1. fi2’ =X” and their respective norms are equivalent. 
The proposition almost immediately follows from general results about 
semigroups (see [4, Theorem 1.4.81). 
5. A LINEAR PARABOLIC SYSTEM 
In this section we state some technical results about the linear system 
generated by the linearized operator with nonhomogeneous boundary and 
zero initial conditions. 
THEOREM 5.1. In Q, = {0 < t < T, x > 0) consider the system 
Zl,=U xx - u/4, 
v,= v xx - v/4 -B(a) e-“‘2v(0) 
subject to the initial and boundary conditions 
(5.1) 
u=v=olf,o, u = vlxAJ, (5.2) 
u,+v,+B(a)u+f(t)=O),=,. (5.3) 
Then the system has a classical solution for any bounded f E C((0, T)). 
Remark 5.2. The theorem will be used for solving the nonlinear system 
by successive approximations. In that context f will be a nonlinear residual. 
Proof. The system in (5.1) has a nonstandard feature, namely the 
presence of the term B(a) e-X’2(v, S) which prevents us from applying 
available theorems from parabolic theory. However analogous reasoning 
(see, e.g., Eidel’man [2, Chap. 61) yields the required results. 
We look for a solution in the form of a single-layer potential, 
v = 
s 
’ G,(x, t - s)f(s) ds, u= ‘G,(x,t-s)f(s)ds 
5 (5.4) 0 0 
with the Green’s functions given by 
G,(x, t) =JITfz en’ ( empx ( 1 + y - F e-.“))/P(L) dil 
‘32(x, t) = f;:,m eAfe-Pcn)x/P(A) dd, (5.5) 
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where a > 0, 
p(A) = (A + p, P(k) = -2;, + (1 - p/A + l/U) B(a), 
The factor 1/2ni is included in A. The representation in (5.5) is motivated 
by the fact that, for any fixed 1, the integrands in (5.5) solve the system of 
ODE’s obtained from (5.1) by means of the Laplace transform in C. This 
system has been discussed in Section 3. 
It is sufficient to carry out all the estimates for G, since the expression for 
G, contains a summand defining G,. Using ordinary tools of complex 
analysis one can show that G, can be represented in the form 
G,(x, t) = e-‘14 exp(-x2/4t)/2(?ct)“’ + T(X, t). (5.6) 
The potential generated by r is continuously differentiable at x = 0. As to the 
first term, there is a well-known jump relation for the single-layer potential 
which yields the desired boundary condition (5.3). 
We also are interested in the behavior of the solution considered as a 
function of c with values in some suitable Banach spaces. 
DEFINITION 5.3. Let B be a Banach space. A function f: (0, r> --f B is 
said to be Hiilder continuous of exponent 6, 0 < 6 < 1, with singularity tep, 
O<P < 1, ifIflp8= SUP llfll +H,Jfl < a, where 
fL&-I = SUP Q” If(t) -f(s)II/It - 4”). 
o<t<s<r 
It is not hard to show that functions satisfying this definition form a 
Banach space which we denote by C,,((O, T), B). 
THEOREM 5.4. Let w = {u, u} be the solution to the problem (5.1)-(5.3) 
giuen by (5.4). Let f E C,,((O, 7’), R ‘) then for any E > 0 
(i) w  E C,,,((O, T), HO), where p’ = max(O, 6 - j + E, p - $ + E), 
(ii) w  E C&(0, r>, H’), where p” = max(O, 6 - a + c, p - $ + e). 
If, in addition, 6 > 2, then 
(iii) w  E C((0, T), HZ), 
(iv) w  E C’((0, T), Ho) n C( [0, T), HO). 
Proof: According to (5.4) the Green’s function of the problem is 
represented as a multiple of the Gaussian kernel plus a remainder. All the 
estimates for the Gaussian kernel are similar to each other. We will 
demonstrate, for example, (iii). 
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Omitting, for brevity, constants and the harmless factor eP t’4 one obtains 
the Gaussian part of (5.6) in the form 
h(x, 2) = t-“‘exp(-x2/t). 
Denote by F the heat potential 
F(x, s) = j-’ h(x, t) f(s - t) dt. 
0 
(5.7) 
The Hz norm of F is a sum of L* norms of F and its derivatives up to 
second order. We will estimate only the “hardest” second derivative. 
We differentiate h twice and obtain 
lh,,l = 2 It-3’2 - 2x+““1 exp(-x2/t) Q Cx-at(a-3)‘2 (5.8) 
for any a > 0. This estimate shows that (5.7) can be differentiated twice 
under the integral sign (set a > 1 in (5.8)). First we will show that 
FX;,(., s) E L2. Estimating h,, with a = 2 one obtains 
and therefore 
I m IFXX12 dx Q Cs < 00. A (5.9) 
In order to get an appropriate estimate of F,, for small x we notice h,, = ch, 
(here c = 4). Therefore one can estimate as follows (making use of (5.8) with 
a = + - 2E): 
< c If( s-‘12 exp(-x2/s) 
+ CX-‘H,,[f] 1; t-5’4-E(s - t)-Ots dt. 
If e < 6 - t then it follows that 
lF.xxI~Clflms -‘I2 exp(-x2/s) + cx-‘Hp8[J] s-O, (5.10) 
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where we have used the familiar integral 
for u, b E [0, 1). Therefore 
Recalling (5.9) we see that F,,..., s) E L2. 
In order to prove L2 continuity we estimate 
d(s, k) = lfix h,,f(s + k - t) dt + 
I 
: h,,(f(s + k - t) - f(s - t)) dt. 
Inequality (5.8) with a > 3 yields 
(A I< cx-‘H,,[f](k + Ck’). (5.11) 
Hence ~~jd12dx+0 as k-+0. 
It is clear from (5.11) that, for any x > 0, ld(s, k)12 + 0 as k-t 0. Since 
A =F,,(., s + k) -F,.,(., s), (5.10) yields a bound from above for 1Al2 by an 
integrable function. Therefore one can apply Lebesque’s theorem, from which 
there follows 
By considering in detail the contour integrals for the remainder one can 
show that it has a weaker singularity at x = 0 than in (5.8). Thus the proof 
for the remainder essentially repeats the reasoning used for the Gaussian 
kernel. 
We conclude this section with a lemma treating dependence of the solution 
on a parameter. (In the problem at hand the parameter will be the period; cf. 
Sect. 7.) 
LEMMA 5.5. Let f E C&(0, T), R ‘). Then the mapping 
(0, co) 3 P+ W(? t, P) 
= 5 1 G(., PO - 4) f(r) dr E C,,(P, T), H’) 
is infinitely dlfirentiable. For any n > 0 the derivative (??/a~)” W is 
continuous at t = 0 (in the H’ topology) and @lap)” W(., 0, p) = 0. 
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Proof: Again one can represent W as a sum of the principal part (the 
heat potential) and the remainder. Using for the principal part F the 
following inequalities 
jF,I’< C ISI~X-‘*~(~~)“*~~‘*, for x<A or x>A, 
one sees that IjFxllLz+ 0 as t-t 0. 
The claim of the lemma concerning the derivatives is proved by induction 
on n. The main point is that the differention with respect top brings down a 
factor of order x2/t which does not negate integrability properties. In fact W 
is analytic in p. 
6. THE NONLINEAR INTEGRAL EQUATION 
We return now to Eq. (2.4). Recall that we are interested in solutions from 
L2 with the weight w= e+/‘. Under the transformation u’= wu we have 
zi E L2. After the transformation one gets for ZZ the following equation, 
where, for the sake of brevity, we omit the tildas: 
where 
YW = 1 - da, @, t)), 
z(t) = 1 + B(a,) u(0, t) - g(a, u(0, t)). 
We write Eq. (6.1) briefly 
u, -Au = F(a, u). 
(6-l) 
(6.2) 
(6.3) 
Consider a Cauchy problem for (6.3) with the initial data 
24(x, 0) = u&x). (6.4) 
DEFIN~ION 6.1. We say that u(t) = u(., t) is a solution of the Cauchy 
problem (6.1) and (6.4) on (0, 7’) if 
(9 24 E C([O, T), Ho) f-7 C((O, r>, ff2) f-7 C’((O, T), HoI, 
(ii) u satisfies (6.1) and (6.4), 
(iii) u E C,,((O, T), H’) with 6 > f,P < 1. 
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This definition is similar to that for the case of the Cauchy problem in the 
whole space. The new feature is that the conditions at the inner boundary 
constrain one to require the Holder exponent to be larger than f. 
Formally applying to (6.3) a variation of constants formula one obtains 
the following integral equation 
u(t) = T(t) u(j + Jf y(r) T(t - r)(u, + u/2) dr 
0 
+ 
5 
,j(r) T(t-r)Sdr-/;G(.,t-r)z(r)dr, (6.5) 
where T(t) = exp(A t). 
THEOREM 6.2. If u is a solution of the Cauchy problem (6.1) and (6.4) 
then u solves (6.5). Conversely, if u E C((0, T), II’) such that ~(0, t) E 
C&(0, T, ‘), 6 > $ satisfies Eq. (6.5), then u is a solution of the problem 
(6.1) and (6.4). 
ProoJ: Denote by G(u) the right-hand side of (6.5) and rewrite (6.5) as 
u = G(u). (6.6) 
Let v E C&(0, Z’), H’); then obviously g(a, ~(0, t)) E C,,((O, 7’), R’). One 
can show that w  = Q(v) is well defined, and that w  E C’((0, 7’), Ho) and 
w  E D(A). Then, a simple calculation employing Theorem 5.1 demonstrates 
that wt -Aw = F(a, v), w  ltEO = v(0). Thus, if v is a solution to v1 -Au = 
F(a, v) then, by uniqueness for the linear equation, w  = v, i.e., v = G(v). 
On the other hand, it can be shown that, if u is a solution of (6.5) with 
properties stated in the theorem, then u E C,,((O, T), H’). Therefore 
u = G(u) solves the equation uI -Au = F(a, u). We omit the details of this 
argument, which uses the results of Section 5 together with the standard 
semigroup estimates for the Sobolev norms (cf. the proof of Theorem 6.3). 
Theorem 6.2 shows the equivalence of the differential equation and of the 
integral one. From now on we will concentrate on the integral equation. 
Assume that p > 6 and d < 6 < 4. This is no restriction since C,,, E Cot6 if 
p ,<p’. In what follows I(. )I denotes the norm in H’ = Xl’*. The following 
theorem is a standard local existence result. 
THEOREM 6.3. For any a,‘U > 0 there exists T > 0 so that the integral 
equation (6.5) has a unique solution on (0, T) if Ia - a01 < a and (Iu,Ij < U. 
ProoJ We will show that the integral operator is a contraction in 
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C,,((O, T),H’)). For two functions U, and uz such that u,(O)= u,(O) = u0 
calculate the difference 
+ I : (ul - y2> T(t - r> u, dr 
5 
t 
+ (zl - z2) T(t - r) S dr o 
- 
i 
t G(., t - r)(zl - z2) dr, 
0 
where v = U, -t u/2. We note that 
(6.7) 
= : y,(r) T(t - r)(vl - u2) drll 
0 
,< a”* sup I Y L I sup II ut - % II, (6J3) 
where, to establish this, we have used the well-known inequality (see [4]) 
11(--A)” eAtI <Cat-“. 
For the Hiilder continuity one needs the estimate 
f=s+h 
ydr> W - r)h - v2> dr 
I II t=I 
<sup IVll 
(II 
T(s + h - r)(ul - u2) dr 
’ + T(s - r)(T(h) - l)(u, - u2) dr 
0 Ii) 
<suPlY*l C~1’2suPJJ~I-%ll 
( 
+ I 1 II CW) - 1)(---A)“’ ZIs - WI - Ml0 dr) 
Q sup jJJll sup IIU, - zJ*II (Ch”2 + ch%“z-8), (6.9) 
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where we have used another general estimate, 
I( (eAr - 1) xl] < Ct” I] (-A)” xl]. 
By multiplying (6.9) by tP and adding it to (6.8) we arrive at the estimate 
II 
t 
Y, W - Wl- G dr < PC sup 1~1 I sup II ul- r+ll, (6.10) 
0 Pa 
where q = min(+, p) and where (a Ips is given by Definition 5.3. 
The analogous estimates hold for other terms in (6.7) except for the last 
one which, by virtue of Theorem 5.4, is estimated as 
II ;(z,-q)G(+r)dr <C(Z~-Z~~~~~~. P8 
Here, p = mine - 6 f f - E, 4 - E). 
Collecting together the estimates for summands in (6.7) we obtain 
I @w - @(dips G f(Cl sup I Yl I sup II% - %I 
(6.11) 
where I = min(p, q) > f - E. 
Fix t’ > 0 (the length of the existence interval T will be chosen later on 
smaller than t’). Let I= ( T(.) u, Ips calculated on (0, t’). Estimates similar to 
(6.8) and (6.9) show that I ( C I( u,]], which is <CU. Suppose that U, and ut 
are such that on (0, t’), ] uilps < 21. Now we start to estimate the right-hand 
side of (6.11): 
sup 1 y, - Y2 I = sup I &t @A 0) - da9 a4 t))l 
= sup I @,(O, t) - u,(O, t))(Wz) g(o, 4IL=oU,+wh4*l 
Q c II4 - %I19 
Here, C depends on the maximum of ag/az on [a - a,, a + a,] X [-21,211. 
Analogously, 
lzl - 3 Ips G C(a, 0 I ut - 4 Ip8 
and finally we obtain from (6.1 l), 
I@(Q - @Wps Q f% 0 14 -hips. (6.12) 
Now take T < t’ so small that T’C(a, I) < f. If, in a standard fashion, we put 
u” = T(t) uo, u1 = @(u”), .*., 24” = @(u”-l), 
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then by induction ] u” Ips < 21 and one can apply the contraction mapping 
principle in the ball of radius 21 centered at the origin. 
7. PERIODIC SOLUTIONS 
We are interested in periodic solutions of the differential equation (6.1) 
(or, more precisely, of the integral equation (6.5)) with period p’, where p’ is 
close to p0 = 2ni/3, + (a,). Following [ 1 ] we introduce p = p’/p,, explicitly 
into the equation through the change of variable t + tp: 
u, - p(Au + F(a, 24)) = 0. 
We seek for p,-periodic solutions of the equation 
Y(P, a, u)= u(t) - T(pt) ~(0) 
(7-l) 
- p /‘y(r) T(p(t - r)) u dr + (‘zT(p(t - r)) S dr 
- 
I 
’ G(-, p(t - r)) z(r) dr = 0, 
0 I 
(7.2) 
where y and z are given by (6.2) and where v = u, + u/2. 
Denote by C, and Co the subspaces of the Banach space 
c’ = C,,((O, 27r), H’) n C( [O, 2711, H’) with: <p=6<j, 
c, = {h E c 1 h(O) = h(2n)}, c,={hECIh(0)=0}. 
Let 0 c R x R x C, be that subset for which the expression (7.2) defining Y 
makes sense. In order to apply an implicit function theorem we need some 
technical results on the regularity of Y. Here we are still assuming that g 
satisfies the assumptions (G 1 )-(GS) introduced above. 
PROPOSITION 7.1. Y is a mapping from n into Co dlrerentiable as many 
times as g. 
WP, a, 0) = 0 for all p > 0 and c1 near czo. 
This proposition parallels a result by Crandall and Rabinowitz, namely 
[ 1, Lemma 1.121. The regularity follows from two facts. First, y and z are 
smooth enough with respect to ~(0, t) and a. Second, all integrals in (7.2) are 
linear in y and z while the kernels depend on p analytically (cf. Remark 5.5). 
It is not hard to check that all the mappings are also differentiable in the 
Holder topology. 
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Now we can formulate a version of the Hopf bifurcation theorem. 
THEOREM 7.2. Let !P be the integral operator defined by (7.2). Then 
there exists 9 > 0 and smooth functions (p, a, u): (-?j, q) + R X R X C, such 
that 
~(P(s), a(s), 4s)) = 0 for IsI < t4 
a(0) = a,, p(0) = 1, zr(0) = 0, and a(s)+0 forIs] >O. 
Proojl Except for a few details the proof is almost identical to that in 
[l]. We just sketch it. For any linear operator L, we denote by N(L) and 
R(L) its null space and range. In C, we consider the two-dimensional 
subspace 
M= {T(t)xJxEiV(I- T(p,))}. 
Recall that N(I- T(p,)) is s p armed by eigenvectors of A with the imaginary 
eigenvalues. Let Vc C, be a subspace complementary to M. Define 
Y(s, p, a, u) = s-‘Y(P, a, s(eD + v)), s # 0, 
= ‘U,(P, a, o)(e, + u), s = 0, 
where e, E M, e, = T(t) x0, and u E V. 
By Proposition 7.1, Y is a smooth mapping from a neighborhood of (0, 1, 
ao,O) in R3 x V to C,. Obviously Y(0, 1, a,,, 0) = 0 and it is easy to 
calculate that the Frechtt derivative of the map (p, a, u) + Y(s, p, a, u) at 
(0, 1, aO, 0) is the linear operator 
Z(fi, 8, t?)(t) = t?(t) - T(t) u”(O) - &4T(t) x0 
+ hB’(a,) I’ e,(O, r) T(t - r) S dr 
0 
I 
I 
- G(-, t - r) e,(O, r) . 
0 
We will show that Z is an isomorphism. Once that is shown, the implicit 
function theorem will imply that the solution (s, p, a, u) of Y= 0 near (0, 1, 
ao, 0) is uniquely given by functions p(s), a(s), and u(s) that are one order 
less smooth than ‘Y. 
Denote by L the first two terms in the expression for Z: (Lu)(t) = u(t) - 
T(t) u(O). The proof of the theorem follows from the following results. 
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PROPOSITION 7.3. Consider L as an operator from C, to C,. Then 
(i) u E N(L) o u(t) = T(t)x with x E N(Z - T(p,)); 
(ii) h E R(L) 0 h(p,) E R(I - T(P,)); 
(iii) dim N(L) = 2; 
(iv) R(L) is closed in C,, codim R(L) = 2; 
(v) -&AT(t) x, + 6 If, e,(O, r)(T(t - r) S - G(., t - r)) dr E R(L) 
implies p  ^= di = 0. 
Indeed, the proposition demonstrates that L maps V onto the closed space 
R(L) of codimension two while the rest of Z maps the twodimensional 
space {p, a} onto a cospace of R(L) and the mapping is nondegenerate. 
We prove here the only claim specific for the problem at hand (iv), 
referring the reader to [ 1, Lemma 1.131 for the proof of the other assertions. 
First we derive some results about the operator T(p,). Let x0 and xi =AxO 
form a real basis in N(Z - T(p,)). It is easy to check that the adjoint 
operator A * also has Iz * (a,) as eigenvalues. Let x$ and x: be a basis in the 
invariant subspace corresponding to I,(a,). Obviously if h E R(Z - T(p,)) 
then (h, xf) = 0. 
Denote by Q the invariant projector on N(Z - T(p,)). Let P = Z - Q and 
A, = PAP. By Proposition 3.3, A, is sectorial in a sector S,, with E < d < 0. 
Then 
(Iexp(tA,) uIIHL= (IA”* exp(tA,) 41Ho 
< IlewW,)ll IIA “2~llHO< cdt IIuIIN. 
It follows Z - T(p,) is invertible on PH’ and therefore 
(7.3) 
RtZ- T(P,)) = Rt(Z - T(p,))(P+ Q>> =R((Z- T(p,))P) 
is closed. Hence, if (h, xl*) = 0, i = 0, 1, then h E R(Z - T(p,)). 
With this result we see now that, in virtue of (ii), 
R(L) = {h E C, I (h(p,), xi*) = 0, i = 0, 1). 
The functionals h -+ (h(p,), xl”) are continuous in C,. This implies (iv). 
Remark 7.4. The exponential estimate (7.3) serves here as a substitute 
for the compact resolvent requirement from [ 11. 
With the help of Theorem 7.2 we obtain a solution u of the differential 
equation (7.1) on the interval (0, p,,) such that u(0) = u(pJ. As a simple 
consequence of local existence and uniqueness (Theorem 6.3) we obtain 
COROLLARY 7.5. Set c(t + kp,) = u(t), 0 Q t < pO, k = 0, f l,... . Then zi 
is a solution of (7.1) on R ‘. 
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8. BOUNDEDNESS OF PERIODIC SOLUTIONS 
We have obtained a periodic solution to (6.1). A solution to the original 
equation (2.4) is obtained from u by multiplication by eX”, u = ueX” (see the 
beginning of Section 6). The solution will be considered only for x > 0. The 
reasoning for x < 0 is similar. 
Our main observation is that a solution u of the nonlinear equation solves 
the linear equation 
WI=W,,-ff(t)wx,x>o, (8-l) 
where f(t) = g(a, ~(0, t)); the immaterial factor p is omitted. First, we 
establish the following regularity result. 
THEOREM 8.1. Let v be a periodic solution of the problem (8.1) in the 
sense of DeJinition 6.1. Then v is classical. 
Proof Consider (8.1) in the domain 0 < x < A, 0 < t < T, with the initial 
data w(x, 0) = v,(x) z v(x, 0) and boundary conditions ~(0, t) = 4,(t) = 
v(0, t), w(A, t) = (i*(t) = u(A, t). 
Since tr is a solution on R ‘, by virtue of Definition 6.1, veeX’* E 
C’(I, Ho) n C&, H’), where I = (-a, T + a), a > 0. Therefore by the trace 
theorem, ~(0, t) is Holder continuous. It follows that the coefficient f(t) = 
g(cr, ~(0, t)) and the boundary functions 0, and 4, are Holder continuous. 
Since u(x, 0) E H’, it is continuous too. 
It is well known (see Friedman [3, Theorem 3.91) that an initial-boundary 
value problem for a parabolic equation with Holder continuous coefficients 
and continuous data has a classical solution w. By uniqueness u = w. 
In order to prove boundedness we employ the following result. 
THEOREM 8.2 [ 111. Let w be a solution of (8.1) in the domain (0, 00) x 
(0, po) with periodic conditions w(x, 0) = w(x, po). Assume that 
Jo 
where u > 0, and a satisJies the inequality 
a <p=p;’ 
I 
;” f(t) dt. 
(8.2) 
Then w(x, t) is bounded. 
Remark. The norm in H&(0, po) may be defined with the help of Fourier 
coefficients. 
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Theorem 8.2 is proved in [ 1 l] by considering (8.1) with periodic 
conditions as an evolution problem with x as a time variable. Then p is the 
smallest positive real part of all the eigenvalues of the evolution operator. 
We conclude by verifying (8.2) for the solution ZI. By Definition 6.1, 
e -x/2v E C’(-T, T,H”)n CJ-T, T, H’) for any T. By the Sobolev 
imbedding theorem it follows that ve-“* E H’-Y-T, T, Ho) n Ha-‘(-T, T, 
H’). After changing the order of integration, the last inclusion yields (8.2) 
with a=f. 
It remains to note that g(a, 0) = 1 and, for (x close to ao, ~(0, t) is small. 
Therefore 
P=POl 1 
g(a, ~(0, t)) dt > 1 - E > f = a. 
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